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Letter from
the editor

In the June European elections, I welcomed the Tory
success resulting from the promised referendum on the
Lisbon Treaty, albeit with obvious gains to the far right
which must be dealt with over the long term. It is after all
only the Conservative Party that will solve the European
conundrum – and not protest votes to other parties. I am
also glad that many voters saw that the Labour vote in
Europe was the biggest mistake, after the Government
denied its referendum on Lisbon. 

This late June-July issue of  the journal chiefly focuses on
two key euro-critical elements: one, how the United
Kingdom is set to become subject to a new European
financial architecture, and two, the Foreign Secretary’s
troubled position on the Irish guarantees in relation to
the Lisbon Treaty.  

Chairman of  the European Foundation, Bill Cash MP,
has in fact produced a comprehensive analysis on EU
financial regulation immediately after the European
Summit in June. Despite what Alistair Darling and the
Prime Minister have claimed, the overarching legal
jurisdiction of  the Court of  Justice will be enforced. To
put it in a nutshell, the United Kingdom will not be able
to insist upon retaining its own control over financial
services and banking in the City of  London and the
country. Claims that national supervision is protected
means nothing if  we do not have national control. The
difficult consequence for this country is that the
Westminster Parliament will be obliged to accept, under
Section 2 of  the European Communities Act 1972, the
outcome of  very important decisions arrived at in
Europe.

The concerns over the Irish guarantees were also stated
most explicitly by Bill Cash in the Commons, when he
stated back in June, “Will the Prime Minister understand,
contrary to what he has just stated, that the Irish
arrangements amend the Lisbon treaty and
fundamentally and greatly extend the Irish treaty protocol
of  1992 so that these arrangements affect all Member
States and therefore require re-ratification now and must
be enacted by a Bill in this Parliament, in Ireland and in
all the member states?” Brown read from a European
Council statement and appeared to avoid any judgment
on the issue. Then, Cash cross-examined David Miliband,
in front of  the European Scrutiny Committee, where his
questioning prompted a letter on 20 July (printed in this
issue), which shows that David Miliband and the Foreign
Office are in direct conflict with the European Scrutiny
Committee over the Irish guarantees. So, where does that
leave us? Since there is no real satisfactory answer for all
this, the only solution for the United Kingdom is to
demand a re-ratification for the Treaty and a new Bill to
implement that re-ratification. All of  this could take place
irrespective of  the outcome of  the Irish referendum,
because it is essentially about a real change, which we are
told is a legal guarantee, and which affects all Member
States.

For the June-July issue, we do also have Bernadette Mill
explaining the growth of  the far right in the euro-
elections; Howard Wheeldon on defending national
interest in future financial and banking market regulation,
and; Margarida Vasconcelos reporting on Brussels
looking to new powers over gas security and the
launching of  a big brother agency.   

Jim McConalogue
Late July 2009
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EU Supervision
1. On 27 May the European Commission adopted a
Communication on European financial supervision. The
Communication outlines the Commission’s plans for the
reform of  financial supervision. It sets out the “basic
architecture” for a new European financial supervisory
framework. The European Commission is hopping that the
June European Council approves the plan and then it will
present legislative proposals to give
effect to the framework for EU
supervision in the autumn. The aim
is to have the new European
Financial Supervision system,
comprising both macro-prudential
and microprudential components in
place during 2010. 

2. Following the recommendations
of  the de Larosière report, the
Communication proposes an
enhanced European financial
supervisory framework which would
be based on two new pillars: a European Systemic Risk
Council (ESRC) and a European System of  Financial
Supervisors (ESFS).

3. On 9 June, the Ecofin Council adopted conclusions on the
reform of  the EU’s supervisory framework for financial
services. In general, the Council endorsed the Commission’s
proposals but the EU Finance Ministers failed to reach an
agreement on the most controversial issues in the financial
supervision reform.

4. The European Commission proposes the creation of  the

European Systemic Risk Council (ESRC) which would be a
new independent body, responsible for safeguarding financial
stability. It would monitor and assess the risks to the stability
of  the financial system as a whole (“macro-prudential
supervision”). The Council endorsed the Commission’s
proposal for the establishment of  an independent macro-
prudential body but changed its name to ‘European Systemic
Risk Board’ (ESRB). 

5. The ESRB would identify risks to
financial stability and would give EU
Member States early warnings and,
where necessary, will issue
recommendations for action to deal
with these risks. Such warnings and
recommendations might be of  a
general nature or could concern
individual Member States and would
be channelled through the ECOFIN
Council or the new European
Supervisory Authorities. The
Commission has stressed that “The

ESRC would not have any legally binding powers”,
nevertheless “The addressees of  warnings and
recommendations would therefore be expected to act on
them unless inaction could be adequately justified.” National
supervisors would be required to justify themselves to the
Council and/or the ESAs if  they failed to observe the
ESRB’s recommendations. The Council noted that “On a
case by case basis, the ESRB could decide to make the
recommendations public after consultation of  Council.”

6. As regards the composition and functioning of  the ESRB,
the Commission believes that it could include the central

Britain’s new European 
financial architecture

Chairman of  the European Foundation, Bill Cash MP, produced a comprehensive analysis on
EU financial regulation immediately after the European Summit on 19th June. In particular, he
draws attention to paragraphs 18 to 22. What this clearly demonstrates that, far from the victory
claimed by Alistair Darling, the overarching legal jurisdiction of  the Court of  Justice, which has
been clearly entrenched by the political decision of  the European Council, which is binding
upon the Member States for this reason, will be carried out through the use of  Article 95 of  the
EC Treaty and therefore will be driven through by co-decision and qualified majority voting.
Therefore, the United Kingdom under the European Communities Act 1972 will not be able to
insist upon retaining its own control over financial services and banking in the City of  London
and in the United Kingdom. Mere national supervision does not mean national control, and
therefore the Westminster Parliament will be obliged to accept under Section 2 of  the European
Communities Act 1972 the outcome of  the decisions arrived at which will include the
overarching legal architecture and final jurisdiction of  the European Court of  Justice. The
French, the Germans and President Barroso have therefore won and Gordon Brown, Alistair
Darling and the United Kingdom have lost.

��  . . .  the Communication
proposes an enhanced
European financial supervisory
framework which would be
based on two new pillars: a
European Systemic Risk
Council and a European System
of Financial Supervisors.        ��
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bank governors of  all Member States and the President of
the ECB. Following the recommendation made in the de
Larosière report, the chairperson of  the ESRB would be the
ECB President. According to Lord Myners, the ESRB should
be independent of  the ECB in order to represent the whole
of  the EU and not solely the Eurozone. The Member States
could not agree on the role of  the European Central Bank
(ECB) in macro-prudential supervision. However, the
Commissioner responsible for Economic and Monetary
Affairs, Joaquin Almunia, is confident that the European
Council will support the commission position that the ECB
president should chair the ESRB.

7. According to the Commission the European System of
Financial Supervisors (ESFS) would consist of  a network of
national financial supervisors “working in tandem with new
European Supervisory Authorities to safeguard financial
soundness at the level of  individual financial firms and
protect consumers of  financial services (“micro-prudential
supervision”).” The new system will see the creation of  three
new European supervisory
authorities (ESAs) which will replace
the three existing Committees of
Supervisors: a European Banking
Authority (EBA), a European
Insurance and Occupational
Pensions Authority (EIOPA), and a
European Securities Authority
(ESA). Each one would have legal
personality. 

8. They would have increased
responsibilities and greater authority
than the current Committees of
Supervisors. In fact, the European Supervisory Authorities
will have binding powers to supervise the banking, securities
and insurance sectors. 

9. The Council agree that national supervisors would remain
responsible for day-to-day supervision of  individual entities.
However, as regards cross-border institutions, the
Commission said that colleges of  supervisors “will be the
lynchpin of  the supervisory system” and that the European
Supervisory Authorities would participate, as observers, in
meetings of  the colleges of  supervisors, “so as to contribute
to the emergence of  a common supervisory culture and
consistent supervisory practices.” 

10. According to the Commission changes to the sectoral
legislation will be necessary to ensure a more harmonised set
of  financial regulations so that the ESFS can work effectively.
In fact, the Commission has stressed that “The goal will be
to bring about more harmonisation in the rules that have to
be applied by supervisors as well as greater consistency in the
national powers and sanctions available to them.” 

11. Hence, the new European Supervisory Authorities will
contribute to the development of  “a single set of  harmonised
rules.” The Authorities will develop binding technical
standards and will draw up interpretative guidelines which
the national supervisors would have to apply while taking
individual decisions, such as, on licensing and supervision of
financial institutions. 

12. Presently, the existing current Level 3 committees use
peer review to solve disputes but the decisions are taken by
the home authorities. The Commission has followed the
recommendation of  the de Larosière report and proposed a
system of  binding mediation. The European Supervisory
Authorities would have legally binding mediation powers to
settle disputes between national regulators. According to the
European Commission Communication, the European
Supervisory Authorities, in case of  disagreement between national
supervisory authorities, would assist the supervisors in reaching
a joint agreement. However, if  national supervisors are
unable to reach an agreement after a phase of  conciliation,

the European Supervisory
Authorities would “through a
decision, settle the matter.” They
would therefore take over decision-
making if  mediation fails, overriding,
in this way, national supervisors’
decisions. According to EUbusiness,
a diplomatic source has said that the
UK is asking “how far is it legal for
an EU authority to countermand the
decision of  a national supervisor
without the authority of  the courts.”
Whereas the UK and a small
number of  other Member States do

not agree in giving to the ESAs powers of  binding mediation
over national supervisors the majority of  the Member States
support this proposal. The UK government believes that
such approach could encroach on Member States’ fiscal
responsibilities. 

13. The UK is concerned that in case of  disagreement
between national bank supervisors a government may have to
follow instructions from the ESAs. Alistair Darling said “The
thing which concerned us, which we could not live with, was
a proposal whereby there might be an agreement reached by
regulators at the European level that would have had fiscal
consequences for domestic governments.” Alistair Darling
has said that he had convinced his EU colleagues at an Ecofin
council meeting, to amend the proposals to make sure that
the new ESAs may not impose such decisions on
governments. According to the Council conclusions, “The
Commission’s forthcoming legal text should define precisely
the scope and modalities of  this mechanism and ensure that
such powers should not impinge in any way on Member
States’ fiscal responsibilities.” 

��  Whereas the UK and a
small number of other Member
States do not agree in giving to
the ESAs powers of binding
mediation over national
supervisors, the majority of the
Member States support this
proposal.                                    ��
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14. The European Supervisory Authorities would be able to
investigate cases where the behaviour of  a national
supervisory authority has been deemed to be contrary to
existing Community legislation as well as to adopt a
recommendation for action addressed to the relevant national
supervisor. Moreover, if  the national authority does not
comply with the recommendation within a fixed period of
time, the European Supervisory Authorities would inform
the Commission of  the situation. They will have the power to
refer Member States to the Commission for non-compliance.
The Commission may require the national supervisory
authority to either take specific action or to refrain from
action in order to comply with the acquis communautaire in the
area of  financial services. Moreover, the European
Supervisory Authorities would also have the power to “adopt
decisions directly applicable to financial institutions in
relation to requirements stemming
from EU regulations relating to the
prudential supervision of  financial
institutions and markets as well as
the stability of  the financial system”
in case of  urgent situations or
national supervisors inaction in
relation to the implementation of
Community law. 

15. The European Supervisory
Authorities would also be
responsible for the authorisation and
supervision of  certain entities such
as credit rating agencies and EU
central counterparty clearing houses.
Whereas the majority of  the
Member States support the
Commission to propose EU
legislation giving the ESAs such
responsibility, the UK and a small
number of  other Member States do
not support such approach as they believe it could encroach
on Member States’ fiscal responsibilities. The EU Finance
Ministers agree that “(...) these full supervisory powers should
not be extended to financial conglomerates, banks, insurance
companies or investment firms and other financial
institutions whose failure could result in fiscal burden for
Member States.” According to the Council conclusions the
Commission’s legislative proposal “should define precisely
the scope and modalities of  this mechanism and ensure that
such powers would not impinge in any way on Member
States’ fiscal responsibilities.” 

16. Moreover, the European Supervisory Authorities would
have a coordinating role amongst supervisors in crisis
situations such as by facilitating cooperation and exchange
of  information between the competent authorities. The EU
finance ministers asked the Commission to look at how ESAs
could play a coordinating role amongst supervisors in crisis
situations whilst respecting the national authorities’

responsibility in preserving financial stability as well as
respecting the central banks’ responsibilitiesin relation to the
provision of  emergency liquidity assistance. 

17. According to the Commission’s plans they would have
the power to adopt some emergency decisions in crisis
situations which would be define in Community legislation.
Whilst the majority of  the Member States are willing to
accept that the ESAs should have the power to adopt specific
emergency decisions, in crisis situations, the other Member
States, including the UK, are against such approach as they
believe that it could encroach on the fiscal responsibilities of
the Member States. According to the Council conclusions
the Commission should “address precisely the scope and
modalities of  this mechanism and ensure that such power
should not impinge in any way on Member States’ fiscal

responsibilities.” 

18. Alistair Darling has claimed
victory as he managed to include in
the Council conclusions a statement
that the Commission legislative
proposals should ensure that the
ESAs powers “should not impinge
in any way on the fiscal
responsibility of  Member States.”
Nevertheless, he was not able to
water down the proposals since
there was a general endorsement to
establish the new ESAs which would
have the power to override national
regulators in areas of  banking,
insurance and securities. 

19. The European Supervisory
Authorities would also be
responsible for the gathering all
relevant micro-prudential inform-

ation stemming from national supervisors. A central
European database would therefore be created and managed
by the European Supervisory Authorities. 

20. The Commission has stressed that “(…) any decision by
the European Supervisory Authorities or the Commission
must be subject to review by the Community Courts.”

21. The Commission has suggested that the European
Systemic Risk Council and the Europe an Supervisory
Authorities will be established on the basis of  Article 95 of
the EC Treaty which is the general legal basis for internal
market legislation. The Commission has been extensively
using this legal base to expand EC competences to the
detriment of  the competences of  the Member States. The
Commission has justified its choice stressing that the creation
of  the ESRC and of  the ESFS will improve the functioning
of  the Internal Market. The Commission recalls, as regards
the ESFS, that the ECJ has held that Article 95 is an

��  The Commission has
suggested that the European
Systemic Risk Council and the
Europe an Supervisory
Authorities will be established
on the basis of Article 95 of the
EC Treaty which is the general
legal basis for internal market
legislation. The Commission has
been extensively using this
legal base to expand EC
competences to the detriment
of the competences of the
Member States.                         ��
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appropriate legal basis for setting up a “Community body
responsible for contributing to the implementation of  a
process of  harmonization (…).”

22. Measures proposed under Article 95 would have to be
adopted by the Council and the European Parliament
(codecision procedure) with QMV required at the Council.
Therefore, the UK would not be able to veto the
Commission proposals. If  the EU leaders reach an agreement
on several issues, that will form the basis for the
Commission’s detailed legislative proposals to be put forward
in the autumn.  

European Council Conclusions
23. (…) 19. The communication presented by the
Commission on 27 May 2009 and the Council conclusions
of  9 June 2009 set the way forward to the establishment of
a new framework for macro- and micro-prudential
supervision. The European Council supports the creation of
a European Systemic Risk Board which will monitor and
assess potential threats to financial stability and, where
necessary, issue risk warnings and recommendations for
action and monitor their implementation. The members of  the
General Council of  the ECB will elect the chair of  the European
Systemic Risk Board.

24. The European Council also recommends that a European
System of  Financial Supervisors, comprising three new
European Supervisory Authorities, be established aimed at
upgrading the quality and consistency of  national
supervision, strengthening oversight of  cross border groups
through the setting up of  supervisory colleges and
establishing a European single rule book applicable to all
financial institutions in the Single Market. Recognizing the
potential or contingent liabilities that may be involved for
Member States, the European Council stresses that decisions taken
by the European Supervisory Authorities should not impinge in any

way on the fiscal responsibilities of  Member States. Subject to this
and supplemental to the Council conclusions of  9 June 2009,
the European Council agrees that the European System of  Financial
Supervisors should have binding and proportionate decision-making
powers in respect of  whether supervisors are meeting their requirements
under a single rule book and relevant Community law and in the case
of  disagreement between the home and host state supervisors, including
within colleges of  supervisors. ESAs should also have supervisory
powers for credit rating agencies. The European Council further
emphasizes the importance of  ensuring that the new
framework supports sound and competitive EU financial
markets.

25. The European Council welcomes the Commission’s
intention to bring forward, by early autumn 2009 at the latest,
the legislative proposals to put in place the new framework
for EU supervision, fully respecting the balance of
competences and financial responsibility and taking full
account of  the Council conclusions of  9 June 2009. These
proposals need to be adopted swiftly in order for the new
framework to be fully in place in the course of  2010. The
European Council will take stock of  progress at its meeting
in October 2009 and will if  necessary provide further
direction.

26. It is equally important to further advance work on
building a comprehensive cross-border framework for the
prevention and management of  financial crises. The
European Council invites the Commission to make concrete
proposals for how the European System of  Financial
Supervisors could play a strong coordinating role among
supervisors in crisis situations, while fully respecting the
responsibilities of  national authorities in preserving financial
stability and in crisis management in relation to potential
fiscal consequences and fully respecting central banks’
responsibilities, in particular with regard to the provision of
emergency liquidity assistance.

With regard to the Decision/Agreement of  the European
Council  in Section B on Taxation, that “Nothing in the
Treaty of  Lisbon makes any change of  any kind, for any
Member State, to the extent or operation of  the competence
of  the European Union in relation to taxation”, does this as-
pect of  the Decision not relate to all Member States, and not
just Ireland,  and does it not attempt  to impose a particular
interpretation of  the Treaty on the EU Court of  Justice  in
advance or in the future? Article 311 TFEU, for instance,
would allow the post-Lisbon EU to impose its own taxes by
unanimous agreement as “new categories of  own resources”
for the Union.  Article 113 TFEU requires harmonisation of
legislation on indirect taxation for a new purpose,  “to avoid
distortion of  competition” , and would enable the Court to

rule on tax matters with that in mind.   It is hard to see how
these new provisions of  Lisbon are compatible with the De-
cision's statement quoted above from Section B of  Annex 1,
without further ratification.  Suppose one Member State con-
tends that the Lisbon Treaty, once it comes into force, does
affect taxation in some way and takes a case before the Eu-
ropean Court of  Justice, is not the Court free to decide that
it does, regardless of  what this Decision or agreement states?
And would not such an attempt to impose a limitation on the
Court require proper ratification for it to be legally valid?
Nothing in the Treaty of  Lisbon makes any change of  any
kind for any Member State, to the extent or operation of  the
competence of  the European Union in relation to taxation.

A new decision on taxation 
What was the decision on taxation offered at the summit of  the European Council in June?
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Following my cross-examination of  David Miliband,
though I wanted the Foreign Office legal adviser to
appear before the European Scrutiny Committee,
David Milband refused – but I have prompted this
letter on 20 July, which appears here and shows that
David Miliband and the Foreign Office are in direct
conflict with the European Scrutiny Committee and
its eminent legal advisers. The implication of  this is
that going back to my original challenge to the Prime
Minister which I re-enclose and my subsequent cross-
examination of  Miliband himself  at the European
Scrutiny Committee session on 2 July, we are now in a
position – depending on Miliband’s reply which we
believe it will be impossible to do satisfactorily – to
demand a re-ratification for the Treaty and a new Bill
to implement that re-ratification, irrespective of  the
outcome of  the Irish referendum. The situation is
therefore political as well as legal but depends upon
his reply which we must ensure arrives before the 2nd
October and the Irish vote. 

Time to re-ratify that Treaty, 
Mr. Miliband

Bill Cash explains why now is the time to demand a re-ratification for the Treaty and a new Bill
to implement that re-ratification, irrespective of  the outcome of  the Irish referendum.

Bill Cash MP is Chairman of  the European Foundation

A new Bill for the passing of  the Lisbon Treaty

On 23 June, Bill Cash put the following question to
the Prime Minister:

Mr. William Cash: Will the Prime Minister
understand, contrary to what he has just stated, that
the Irish arrangements amend the Lisbon treaty and
fundamentally and greatly extend the Irish treaty
protocol of  1992 so that these arrangements affect
all Member States and therefore require re-
ratification now and must be enacted by a Bill in this
Parliament, in Ireland and in all the member states?

The Prime Minister: I know that, whatever was
decided at the European Council, the hon.
Gentleman would be calling for exactly that. Let me
just read to him what was said: “The protocol will in no
way alter the relationship between the EU and its Member
States”. That was stated by the Council, including the
Irish. The sole purpose of  the protocol will be to
give full treaty status to the clarification set out in the
decision to meet the concerns of  the Irish—

Mr. William Cash: You’re just parroting!

A letter sent by Jim Dobbin, acting Chairman of
the European Scrutiny Committee to the Foreign
Secretary on 20 July
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The Great Lisbon Denial: 
deceit prevents re-ratification

Here, we report the exchanges between Bill Cash and the Foreign Secretary and other
parliamentarians in the European Scrutiny Committee debate on 2 July, which considered the
legal “guarantees” for Ireland in relation to the Lisbon Treaty.
Mr Cash: Only because you mentioned the fact that I was
shaking my head, Foreign Secretary, could I simply say that I
have been in favour of  enlargement of  a European
Community that would actually work. The problem is that,
for a variety of  reasons – and I do not have time to go into
them today – and as I have argued in Standing Committees
and on the floor of  the House for
decades, I just do not believe that
the model that is currently on offer
is going to work, and I think there is
plenty of  evidence of  that. My
concern is that we should have an
association of  nation states co-
operating in trade and also politically
but not European government. We
may differ about what that word
means but I would simply like to put
on record the fact that there is
nothing negative about my view. I
do not think it is anti-European to
be pro democracy, and I do think it
is extremely unwise to bring in
countries which, I am afraid to say,
however much we may want to
respect them, have a record of  a lack
of  democracy and, as my hon friend
here was saying in terms of  human
trafficking, cocaine trade, et cetera,
will weaken any political co-
operation in Europe rather than the
other way round. That is the
problem. You are bringing upon the
United Kingdom, in my opinion, a
system which is liable to and will
implode.

Chairman: I think that is one of  these “Do you agree with
me?” questions but I would ask you to limit your answer.

David Miliband: Can I say seriously that I actually respect
Bill Cash for the way that he has prosecuted his view over
the last decades, as he says, on this issue. To be fair to him, he
has been very consistent about that. I think, decades on from
when the argument started, there are some facts that we can
bring to bear about this. We can point to former dictatorships
which are actually now thriving democracies and the strength
of  their democracy I think is in part explained by the way

they have engaged in the European Union. So it is a good
argument, it is one where Mr Cash has a very consistent
position, but I do think, the point of  what I said before, that
I am in a stronger position to make my case now because of
some enlargement that has happened. Mr Cash thinks he is
in a stronger position because he thinks he can point to the

negative aspects and that is politics
in a way but we do have a different
view of  that. I think when he looks
at the record he may want to think
whether or not he does want to refer
to former dictatorships in the way
that he did because, the Spains, the
Portugals, the Greeces of  this world
are easy to dismiss in that sort of
formulation, and those were
countries which were until very
recently dictatorships and now they
are very strong democracies. In
Eastern Europe – I was in Poland
last week – people still talk in civil
society and in politics about Poland
as a recently captive nation. That is
the phrase that is used, and it can
bring you up short in a way because,
in a 24-hour media world, one is
taught to believe that anything more
than five years ago is ancient history
but actually 1989 is not that long
ago; 1991 and the crushing of
Solidarity by General Jaruzelski is
not that long ago and those are
former dictatorships, in the phrase
you have used.

Mr Cash: But now we have the rise of  the far right, as I
predicted 15 years ago. That is part of  the problem. Perhaps
we have to leave it at that.

. . .

Chairman: Knowing you as I do, Secretary of  State, I am
sure you will have prepared meticulously for both sections
of  the business and will not be surprised by anything we do
ask you. Clearly, as I said when you interrupted me with your
glowing smile, we do have very warm feelings towards our
Irish colleagues and do understand the context in which

��  I do not think it is anti-
European to be pro democracy,
and I do think it is extremely
unwise to bring in countries
which, I am afraid to say,
however much we may want to
respect them, have a record of
a lack of democracy and, as my
hon friend here was saying in
terms of human trafficking,
cocaine trade, et cetera, will
weaken any political co-
operation in Europe rather
than the other way round. That
is the problem. You are
bringing upon the United
Kingdom, in my opinion, a
system which is liable to and
will implode. ��
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people hold referenda which are not always asked about the
questions of  relevance to the country. There are often other
things that are put forward but clearly, in the case of  Ireland,
there have been some deeply embedded concerns with the
Lisbon Treaty as it stands, and they have sought to get some
reassurance that, if  they go to a further referendum, the
concerns will be placated, because we as a Committee have
some concerns that what is being touted around as “the Irish
guarantees” are not guarantees, and that they are not
something that can be done by the Council without calling
for a second look at the Lisbon Treaty itself, in this country
and in other countries. So the question I have to start this off
is, if  the decisions amount to an international agreement,
which you have said, between EU member states that is
legally binding, which I think is the word that was used, why
not give it national effect by subjecting it to ratification
processes in EU member states now? Would that not give a
more immediate assurance to Ireland? We did it in this
country for the Lisbon Treaty. We see this as in fact going to
be guarantees that are legally binding. Surely, the only way
they can be legally binding is if  they are in fact ratified as an
addition to the Lisbon Treaty at this
time?

David Miliband: You asked two
things there, Chairman: one, would
it give more succour or assurance to
Ireland? That is surely a matter for
Ireland to decide, not for me to
decide, and at no stage did Ireland
propose that this should be done
immediately. They proposed that
there should be a decision of  the
European Council and subsequently,
as was finally agreed, at the time of
the next accession an agreement
appended as a protocol. The second
question you asked was: can this be legally binding? I think
the best way of  starting out what I am confident is going to
be an extremely tortuous discussion on this legal question is
to quote---

Chairman: I hope it is also illuminating. Tortuous often loses
the audience. Let us keep it illuminating.

David Miliband: I wait in the eager anticipation to see if
our legal friends who are gathered here make it illuminating
or not. This is what John Major said in December 1992.

Mr Cash: Edinburgh.

David Miliband: Post Edinburgh actually, after the European
Council, and he said it in the House of  Commons. He was
referring to the previous decision that is the best preparatory
example for what has happened. If  you will allow me,
Chairman, I will read it out. He said, “We agreed a solution

to the issues raised by the Danish Government following
their referendum. The solution is binding in international law.
It does not in any way change the Maastricht Treaty or require
a new round of  ratification in member states. It provides an
interpretation of  the Treaty which Prime Minister Schlueter
believes will enable him to hold a second referendum in
Denmark in the Spring. It has been welcomed by all seven
parties that drafted the original Danish document.” I think
that binding international law, legally binding, as I described
it to the FAC in the meeting we had there, is right because this
is an agreement between the states, it will be lodged at the
UN in the way that international treaties are, and that is the
sense in which it is legally binding. It does not change the
Lisbon Treaty as it affects the UK. It does not require
ratification to have legal effect, and that is the reason that I
think the Irish proposed that we proceed in this way, first of
all to a decision and then to an appending of  it to the
protocol. I think that is the legal explanation. I am confident
however that is not the last word on the matter because I
know that there are others on this Committee who have a lot
of  interest in this.

Chairman: There will, Foreign
Secretary, be others but can I just
say to you that the statement of  the
Council’s conclusions was that the
decision gave legal guarantees that
meet the Irish concerns and, quote,
“is legally binding from the date the
Lisbon Treaty enters into force” and
I believe you have repeated that. My
understanding is that under section
1 subsection 2 of  the European
Communities Act 1972 it cannot
have legal effect until it is
incorporated by national legislation.
My understanding and my recall is

that the Danish protocol became a protocol, and in fact, I
quote Baroness Kinnock of  Holyhead---

David Miliband: A renowned legal authority.

Chairman: ---of  1 July 2009 saying that it becomes binding
in international law when the guarantees are translated into a
protocol at the time of  the next accession, not when the
Lisbon Treaty is ratified. So we have a contradiction here.

David Miliband: No, no, I am sorry, Chairman, there is not
a contradiction. It is legally binding because of  the decision
that was taken. A decision is legally binding in international
law. It is an agreement between states. There is no argument
about that. It is deposited at the UN. It can be adduced by
international courts as they try to seek interpretation of  the
Lisbon Treaty. The decision does not change the Lisbon
Treaty; it provides clarification, which we had already
provided to our own satisfaction in this Parliament but which

��  So how on earth could
you not agree that the
European Council decision of
18 June must now be re-ratified
and then implemented in
Parliament with a new Bill?
They are completely different
circumstances from what you
described. ��
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the Irish wanted further clarification about. The Danish
example: the decision remained legally binding as a decision
for seven years before it was appended to the 1999 Treaty.
The quotation from the European Communities Act does
not obviate or negate the fact that a decision of  the European
Council is legally binding in international law.

Mr Clappison: I think that is in accord with the advice which
we have been given. It is in accord with international law but,
of  course, international law is not the same as EU law and it
leaves open the question of  the justiciability of  the decision.
I think you agree, do you not, Secretary of  State, that this
decision is justiciable in the EU under EU law and by the
European Court of  Justice?

David Miliband: I think there is a discussion about the
European Court of  Justice. There is also the International
Court in The Hague, which may eventually have---

Mr Clappison: No, let us just stick with the European Court
of  Justice.

David Miliband: I want to give you
a full answer because it would be
wrong to mislead. In respect of  the
European Court of  Justice, if  there
were a case concerning, for example,
abortion in front of  the European
Court of  Justice and the European
Court of  Justice was in any doubt at
all about whether or not the Lisbon
Treaty interfered with Irish rules and
law on abortion, they could happily
turn to this decision for further
legally binding clarification, and
underlining 12 times, that Irish laws
on abortion are Irish laws on
abortion and are not interfered with by the Lisbon Treaty.
That is the extent to which this might be of  use to the ECJ.

Mr Clappison: There are a number of  things jumbled up
there, if  I may say, Secretary of  State. You spoke of
interpretation of  it being legally binding. It is the decision of
the European Court of  Justice which is legally binding. The
decision is not legally binding on the European Court of
Justice, is it? It may look at it for interpretation but it is not
legally binding upon it. That is the reason why you are going
to have a protocol later on, at some uncertain time.

David Miliband: I do not accept the second half  of  what
you said because the job of  the ECJ is to interpret the treaties.
That is the point. It is not the question that the ECJ is
somehow legally binding. The ECJ is there to interpret the
law, and European law is set in ways that you know extremely
well. In our view, the Treaty of  Lisbon is absolutely clear on
matters of  tax and defence and abortion/right to life. The

decision gives further legal force in that respect without
changing the Lisbon Treaty one jot that came through the
British Parliament, and I think you would agree this is a
decision of  the European Council – a decision as opposed to
simply a conclusion – and a decision of  the European
Council is an agreement between states and is therefore
legally binding.

Mr Cash: Foreign Secretary, just to clarify one point, you
quite rightly of  course pointed out that this was the
European Council statement. It is odd that your Minister for
Europe refers to it as a meeting of  the Council of  Ministers
but I have the references here. That is a bit odd but let us
just pass over that for the moment. Far more important,
however, is the fact that, in the light of  an exchange I had, as
it happens, with the Prime Minister on 23 June on the
European Council statement, the fact is that this decision,
which was taken at Edinburgh, was a matter which at that
time, in 1992 – and I do remember it really quite well as I
was leading the rebellion at that time. I think you will find

this very important – at least, I hope
you will. At that time the House of
Commons was in a position to deal
with the question which arose during
the passage of  the Maastricht Bill –
in other words, a completely
different situation, because this is
emphatically not the case now. So
how on earth could you not agree
that the European Council decision
of  18 June must now be re-ratified
and then implemented in Parliament
with a new Bill? They are completely
different circumstances from what
you described.

David Miliband: For a very simple
reason: paragraph 5 of  the presidency conclusion says as
follows. “…the Heads of  State or Government have declared
that: (i) this Decision gives legal guarantee that certain matters
of  concern to the Irish people will be unaffected by the entry
into force of  the Treaty of  Lisbon; (ii) its content is fully
compatible with the Treaty of  Lisbon and will not necessitate
any re-ratification of  that Treaty; (iii) the Decision is legally
binding and will take effect on the date of  entry into force of
the Treaty of  Lisbon; (iv) they will, at the time of  the
conclusion of  the next accession Treaty, set out the
provisions of  the annexed Decision in a Protocol to be
attached, in accordance with their respective constitutional
requirements… (v) the Protocol will in no way alter the
relationship between the EU and its member states. The sole
purpose of  the protocol---

Mr Cash: That is their assertion.

David Miliband: Hang on. Let me finish before we get on

��  I believe, frankly, Foreign
Secretary, this whole operation
for a long time has, as the
Chairman has suggested, had
the characteristic of stitch-up
and cover-up but I would
rather get down to the actual
nitty-gritty here because it
affects all the Member 
States.   ��
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to your assertion. “The sole purpose of  the Protocol will be
to give full treaty status to the clarification set out in the
decision to meet the concerns of  the Irish people. Its status
will be no different to the similar clarifications in protocols
obtained by other member states. The Protocol will clarify
but not change either the content or the application of  the
treaty.” Then when you turn to the text of  the decision itself,
which of  course takes a different place in the conclusions; it
is not included in the main conclusions, precisely to draw
attention to the fact that a decision is different from a
conclusion; it is in annex one---

Chairman: Before Mr Cash comes back, can I ask you a
question that most people looking at this process will be
asking. If  in fact this is a legally binding decision without the
need for ratification, because you have said it does not need
ratifying, why do you want to incorporate it into a protocol?
Why would you want to do that at some unknown date in the
future? To people looking at it, this sounds like a stitch-up to
get round the fact that if  we do not give Ireland something
that is not in the Lisbon Treaty at
this moment, which we ratified – it
was not there when this Parliament
discussed and ratified it, and I
supported that ratification and
spoke a number of  times on that
basis – if  it is not in that treaty, why
do we have to have a protocol? Is it
because this is basically a political
stitch-up---

David Miliband: No, I reject that.

Chairman: ---to get round the Irish
people’s concerns that those things
are not in the Lisbon Treaty that we
were asked to ratify as a Parliament?
Can you not see why people are suspicious?

David Miliband: No, I cannot. They can only be suspicious
if  they do not have the facts about what has happened,
because the allegation one from you – not necessarily that
you believe but that you are putting on behalf  of  those who
might believe it – is that this is to get round the Irish decision,
but the Irish are going to have a referendum. There is no
getting round the Irish decision. The Irish Government have
decided to put to the Irish people a further question on the
Lisbon Treaty. So no-one can get round the Irish people, and
it is important to say that because when I came back to the
House after the Irish referendum vote last year, people said,
“Aha! You are going to find a way to ratify the Lisbon Treaty
without the Irish people agreeing to it.” There is no
obfuscation and no going through the back door – nothing
like that. The Irish people will have to do it. That is point
one. Point two: the Irish Government asked for this to be in
a protocol and, as we described in the pre-Council discussions
we had, there were two ways of  giving legal force to the legal

guarantees that had been asked for in the December
European Council, and they asked for it and we did not
object to it once the text of  the protocol decision had
become clear. Then, thirdly, and critically, this decision and
this protocol in no way in terms change one jot of  the Lisbon
Treaty as it affects Britain and as was passed by this
Parliament. There are quotes in all of  the areas from
Ministers as this went through the House explaining why tax
was not affected, why defence was not affected either and
the rights of  neutral and other countries would be respected,
and non-NATO countries; I remember those debates and
therefore it is very important to have on the record that the
Lisbon Treaty that was passed by this Parliament as it affects
the UK in the range of  ways that we have discussed is
unaffected by this decision. What is more, the heads of  state
of  27 European countries have said the same, and they are
absolutely clear that no re-ratification is necessitated.

. . .

Chairman: It seems a fair point. It
requires it requires unanimity of  all
countries for a protocol.

David Miliband: It is a good point
but that is why it is important that
the decision has legal force. That is
why the fact that this is a decision,
not a conclusion, is important,
because the Taoiseach can go to the
people of  Ireland say, “We have got
a decision which is legally binding in
international law. It is an agreement
between states.”

Mr Cash: You have made some very
significant remarks. I may disagree

with them but they are significant and they are on the record.
I believe, frankly, Foreign Secretary, this whole operation for
a long time has, as the Chairman has suggested, had the
characteristic of  stitch-up and cover-up but I would rather
get down to the actual nitty-gritty here because it affects all
the member states. What I would simply like to refer you to
is what the Minister for Europe in the House of  Lords, in
the other place, stated yesterday at column 219. I have it here
in case you would like me to hand it to you. I have it marked
up because I think it is important that you should have a look
at this. It has a ring round it and it has a couple of  crosses.
(Same handed) The Minister said yesterday, and I am quoting
exactly what she said, “Everything in the guarantees has been
agreed by the Parliament of  this country” – she means the
Irish guarantees – I repeat, “Everything in the guarantees has
been agreed by the Parliament of  this country.” Does the
Foreign Secretary agree with her or will he admit that this
simply is not true?

David Miliband: I would like to know why you think it is

��  The Minister said
yesterday, and I am quoting
exactly what she said,
“Everything in the guarantees
has been agreed by the
Parliament of this country” –
she means the Irish guarantees
. . . Does the Foreign Secretary
agree with her or will he admit
that this simply is not true?      ��
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not true.

Mr Cash: For the simple reason that we certainly have not
agreed in this Parliament to the Irish guarantees.

David Miliband: No, Bill, really. You read out a quote which
said, “I am surprised that some Members are not aware that
everything in the guarantees has been agreed” and then you
said, “Aha! Tell me that we agreed the guarantees.” Of  course,
the point that Glenys Kinnock made, which you dropped
from your second quotation, was everything in the
guarantees. The guarantees are about tax, defence and
abortion.

Mr Cash: You know perfectly well, Foreign Secretary, that
the Irish protocol of  1992 has been, as I said to the Prime
Minister---

David Miliband: Danish you mean?

Mr Cash: No, I am talking about the Irish protocol – has
been greatly extended. There is a whole sheet of  things that
have been added in and that affects all the member states, so
we are dealing… It seems to me that perhaps you have not
been given a briefing on this point.

David Miliband: No. Let us be absolutely clear. The
allegation you made is that somehow---

Mr Cash: It is a greatly extended Irish protocol which affects
all the member states, therefore there is a need for ratification
of  this treaty, implementation by a new Bill in this House.
How can you deny that?

David Miliband: For the very simple reason that every
European country agrees that this decision does not change
the Lisbon Treaty. Secondly, if  you go through the debates
that we had in this House on the Lisbon Treaty and look at
what was said about tax and about defence and about
abortion – I stand to be corrected but I have a feeling that
you challenged me at various points to say “Isn’t this just a
ramp to the end of  British sovereignty over our taxation
policies?” and I said, “No,” and that is what has been
reconfirmed by the Irish decision.

Mr Cash: I am sorry to have to say, Foreign Secretary, I think
that you are in a very serious muddle over the legal situation
here, and I am afraid to say I would have to add – finally,
because I think we have to leave it at this point because you
cannot answer my questions – that there seems to be no limit
– and I am not making personal accusations – to the general
deceit which has covered this, and I believe we have to have
a referendum as the only means, as 88% of  the British people
want one.

Chairman: I do not think “deceit” is an appropriate word.

Mr Cash: I shall withdraw the word “deceit”. Shall I call it
chicanery?

David Miliband: Can I say, Chairman, that Mr Cash made
a series of  allegations but ended up repeating his political
view, which is sincerely held---

Mr Cash:My legal and political view.

David Miliband: I listened to you so you should listen to
me, with respect. He made an allegation that somehow
something had been said in the other place last night that was
not true. That is not true.

Mr Cash: It is true.

David Miliband: No, I am sorry. It is not true. What you
first of  all alleged related to the substance of  the guarantees,
and then you tried to corner this into the question of  whether
or not the guarantees had been previously discussed in the
Parliament.

Mr Cash: “Agreed.”

David Miliband: Secondly, you then went on to a series of
allegations relating to the possibility that this decision, and
subsequently the protocol, would be a ramp for all sorts of
new powers with some parallel that you drew with 1992.
There is absolutely no evidence of  that. Then when you had
been beaten back on both of  those two things, you resorted
to personal/governmental abuse that restated your position
that the European Union is a deceit on the people of  Europe,
which is your view but the fact that it is your view does not
make it correct.

Mr Cash: The manner in which this has been conducted---

Chairman: Mr Cash, Mr Cash.

Mr Clappison: Just briefly to follow on from that, you
mentioned the defence debate on the Treaty of  Lisbon,
which I took part in, as you may remember, or attempted to
take part in. We had very little time in those debates to debate
defence. Defence was hardly reached because of  the way in
which the Government organised the debate. I put that as a
preamble. The question I want to ask you is the same
question on this. When is it that we will have the opportunity
to have a debate and a vote in this House on the Irish
guarantees?

David Miliband: I do not know how many times I have
repeated it here, and I do not know how many times it has
been read by people, but there is absolutely no doubt about
it: at the time of  the next accession treaty the protocol will be
appended.

© Parliamentary copyright
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Francis Warren writes: A rottenness in our once prized
Parliament has been exposed. The report of  the MPs’
expenditure debacle has swamped the media. The resulting
excoriations have been valid but parochial. The significance
of  the full, resounding effects has been ignored. These effects
need to be expressed within the contexts both of  Britain and
of  abroad. This latter, critically involves comparison with the
exponentially exorbitant financial claims of  MEPs within an
alien world of  secrecy.

1.  The British context
These MP claims are not “expenses” as is so often stated, but
“allowances.”

This is no semantic quibble. As much they were granted to
increase salaries by governments
unwilling, in the face of  public
opposition, to do so directly. These
have, therefore, by some, been
maximised, to the limits of
“avoidance” and on occasions,
slipped, into “evasion”, or indeed,
possibly illegality particularly over
manipulation of  claims over second
homes. 

2.  Abroad
(i) The World Context 
The British public has been
outraged on a scale possibly never
experienced before because it has
judged whether the MPs have
satisfied not merely the letter but
also the spirit of  the rules. We take
this distinction for granted despite
the self  denigration by the British
soil-disant intellectuals described so poignantly by Orwell “as
being uniquely ashamed of  their own nationality” (The Lion
and the Unicorn). For we do have a reputation for fair play –
even if, typically, the BBC is embarrassed to admit it. “We
think we are not as bad as those foreign people” sneered
Paddy O’Connell, the presenter on Broadcasting House, 10
May 2009. But Festus Kiamo, a Nigerian anti corruption
campaigner, replied: “Britain is the flagship … We see your
country as the leading light in terms of  governance and what
should happen in public life.” He then showed how our
scandal has spread into and harmed his world “And when we
see this happen in Great Britain we feel extremely
discouraged for it allows our corrupt to say “Look it’s now

happening in Britain, why are you complaining about it
here?”. So it affects not only Britain but also all countries
trying to emulate your style of  governance.” 

(ii) The Continental European Context 
This accolade was repeated when identical praise was given
by two European correspondents (today BBC Radio 4, 14
May 2009). There John Humphreys had to listen to the same
praise from an Italian correspondent: “The story has a
considerable interest in Italy because, to be honest, standards
in British life are considered very highly in Italy.” 

The German correspondent then took Humphreys to task
for his incredulity:

“When my Italian colleague says standards in Britain are supposed
to be quite high you say ‘Oh really’ And
yes really. I tell you they are high
comparatively – they are very high. This
level of  these misdemeanors is pretty well
peanuts.”

(iii) The EU Parliament context 
This cultural distinction between
Britain and most of  the Continent is
central to any discussion of  the
nature of  the EU Parliament with its
bloated allowances, pensions and tax
ploys etc (see below). Yet in the run
up to the EU elections there was no
attempt to extrapolate from the
British people’s tidal wave of  rage at
the Westminster debacle to what it
would be if  the people really new the
extent of  the endemic, grotesque
greed in Brussels. Conclusive
evidence of  this greed had surfaced

three months ago in the leaked Galvin Audit report on its
MEPs allowances. This, typically of  things EU, received little
attention in the media. The great cry from panicked MPs has
been for “transparency” to attempt to regain “trust.” Surely
they are aware that openness is absolutely anathema in the
EU. Indeed this damning report was delayed for two years
and then kept under lock and key read only by members of
the Budget Control Committee “in a sealed room … after
taking an oath of  secrecy.” Chris Davies MEP, normally an
EU zealot, was so appalled at its contents, referred to
“activities akin fraud,” “with various scams not technically
breaking the rules” and despite being “crushed by the [EU]
forces of  darkness using procedural rules” he told the press

A tale of  two cultures – 
Britain and Brussels

Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds 
– Sonnet xciv

��  Yet in the run up to the EU
elections there was no attempt
to extrapolate from the British
people’s tidal wave of rage at
the Westminster debacle to
what it would be if the people
really new the extent of the
endemic, grotesque greed in
Brussels. Conclusive evidence
of this greed had surfaced
three months ago in the leaked
Galvin Audit report on its
MEPs allowances.                        ��
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and was, of  course, unanimously ostracized by the entire
eurocratoracy. Martin Bell’s judgement was: “It is a complete
racket.” (The Times, 27 February 2009, p.28). Its allowances
for staff  – some £165,000 p.a., with £257 tax free daily
allowance requiring no receipts are just the beginnings of
MEPs income, the full extent of  which was indicated in the
title of  Jonathan Oliver’s article: ‘Secret report reveals how
MEPs make millions’ (Sunday Times, 22 February 2009).

This continental corruption is so much the norm that it is
part of  their humour, with MEPs’ attendance allowances for
non-attendance referred to openly as S.O.S.O i.e. Sign On
and Sod Off  (‘Have I got news for you’, BBC TV Channel 1,
24 April 2009). 

The obvious question arising from MPs’ scandal is what is
the degree of  infection transmitted from Brussels to
Westminster within their shared political bubble. Certainly
our MPs, though choosing not to mention it to the British
people, are aware of  the MEPs’ money mountain. This was
shown conclusively by the leader of  the most EU-philiac
party, Nick Clegg, when he dismissed Brown’s suggested daily
attendance allowance, since, he said, it would “bring the
Brussels Gravy train to Westminster.” (BBC TV 1, 21 April
2009). 

The massive distinction still between the cultures of  the
two Parliaments is epitomised in the intended reforms of  the
systems. In Brussels there will be smoke and mirror changes
whereby losses in one area may be made up in others with
tax allowances. Indeed the scheme will not be fully
implemented for several years with MEPs being allowed to

cherry pick. All this currently without a ripple of  concern
from the political class. Contrast this with the furore here and
a call for a root and branch reform of  the whole
Parliamentary system under the full glare of  the media. 

If  these vestigial remains of  British democracy continue
with us then a massive sea change could occur in our relations
with the EU. There is talk of  cutting the numbers of  MPs or
their salaries though this has been associated with cutting
costs. It has, however, been mooted far more significantly by
Peter Lilley as a recognition of  the emasculation of
Parliament by the Lisbon Constitutional Treaty: “MPs’
remuneration should reflect that dimunition of  their
responsibilities” (House of  Commons, 3 June 2008). Lord
Salisbury repeated this admission: “The House of  Commons
is losing a lot of  its supremacy to Brussels and to
judges…They’ve exchanged real power for a sort of  gilded
cage of  allowances, researchers and promises of  government
jobs” (Broadcasting House, 17 May 2009).

However inadequately conceived, there seems here to be
the beginning of  an indication that politicians will be forced
into seeing their current humiliation in its true context – that
of  a mere bagatelle in comparison to the crime in which the
Parliaments of  all Parties have conspired. This has been
nothing else than the progressive ceding of  British
democratic power to a foreign Eurocracy through a web of
deceit spun in a multi-billion propaganda insinuation into
every aspect of  our education and political life.

Francis Warren is a regular contributor to The European
Journal

Francis Warren’s recommendation: “For a full, researched account of  the EU gravy train
see Craig and Elliot The Great European Rip-off. This book despite its populist title is
clear and authoritative.” 

At last, it seems that the Shadow Cabinet has finally got the
message that banking and insurance sector regulation and
control should be put back where it belongs – back in the
safe hands of  the Bank of  England. So, given that they
actually win the next election, it will be a big if  you have done,
thanks for coming bye-bye to the Financial Services
Authority in its present form – assuming of  course that the
Tories are as good as their word. Instead they actually
propose to turn Gordon Brown’s leviathan FSA creation of
all consuming power into a meaningful consumer protection
unit taking away some previous duties and responsibilities of
the Office of  Fair Trading in the process. So far, so good but
what a pity that while Shadow Chancellor Osborne has

listened to sound advise on banking regulation and control
and seemingly responded accordingly he remains obsessed
to the ridiculous notion that the biggest of  our banks might
need to be broken up on the basis that consumer are losing
out. OH dear, what are we to do! I am almost lost for words
that for some reason it seems that Mr. Osborne and his
colleagues actually believe that there should be an optimum
size for a bank……. 

True, Mr. Osborne is playing to a wide gallery of  voter
concern stirred up by the press and while seeking to play the
good guy is seeing the matter of  bank size purely in the eyes
of  the British consumer. This totally ignores the fact that
most bank income and thus the benefit to the wider UK

One small step for Mr. Osborne –
one big step for Tories 

Howard Wheeldon welcomes the Shadow Cabinet for demanding that banking and insurance
sector regulation and control should be put back where it belongs – back in the safe hands of
the Bank of  England, but questions the European Union as a primary regulatory authority.
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economy and exchequer comes from other sources. To play
in international markets, to compete in wider markets and to
bring in the sort of  income that Britain will soon be crying
out for requires that our banks need to be large. Of  course,
it is right that consumers needs to be protected and it may
well also be right to look at whether
the size of  some banks means that
the consumer is losing out. Have
another inquiry by all means but my
best guess is that it will probably
confirm that the consumer has
actually benefited from having wider
competition and choice by allowing
banks to function in a free and
uninterrupted market process.
Please though don’t do a Gordon
Brown attempting to blame all the
problems that we have seen on the
banks themselves failing to accept
that government got it wrong too
big time and that if  banking
regulation had been left where it was
the mess that is now being swept up
may have filled a lot less bins.                  

Critics have been quick to shoot
down the Osborne plan before it
had even been formally announced.
Of  course, some of  those putting
their heads in the ring such as Lord
Myners have already been
discredited so we won’t too much
worry about them. Others such as
Lib-Dem Treasury spokesman
Vince Cable appear to have finally
gone off  the rails if  it really is true
that they are blaming the last
eighteen months mess purely on the
size of  banks as opposed to the
failure of  those charged with
regulation within the Tripartite
agreement from correctly doing their job. Overall I for one
welcome the Osborne plan though I would wish that he had
gone very much further – kicking away any idea once and for
all that the European Union should become the primary
regulatory authority for all banks. No thank you –
Westminster may be far from perfect but it should in my view
retain total authority over all matters of  regulation and
control of  British based banks whether they are domestically

or foreign owned. So, come on Mr. Osborne, please stick
your head over the parapet and say that any attempt to allow
the EU to influence UK bank regulation and that might
destroy the huge competitive advantage that British banks
have earned will be shot down in flames. 

As a final thought I might add the
remark that changing course,
following eleven years of  Tripartite
Agreement operation, would not be
as easy as it sounds. For example,
when the Tripartite Agreement first
came into operation in 1998/9 it is
my understanding that the many of
those empowered with commercial
bank regulation responsibility at the
Bank of  England then moved over
to the FSA. What happened to them
after that is anyone’s guess. True
also that while there are two sides to
every story it might well be right to
say that the Bank of  England record
on regulation up until 1998 was not
exactly covered in glory. I am
thinking here about the Bank of
Credit & Commerce International
(BCCI) even though I fully
recognise that the BoE was not
responsible for the manner in which
BCCI was suddenly closed down.
My point though is that to effect a
sound and responsible regulatory
policy will require a lot more than
the just a simple handover and the
BoE poaching a few hands back
from the FSA. I am of  course a
great supporter of  the Bank of
England and particularly the
Governor though I also recognise
that the BoE missed more than the
odd trick on Northern Rock over
the years. So, to ensure that such

failures do not occur again in our lifetimes again requires a
back to the drawing board approach by the BoE – a complete
new strategy that is designed for a very different and far more
international banking and insurance sector than the one that
existed back in 1998.                               

��  Overall I for one welcome
the Osborne plan though I
would wish that he had gone
very much further – kicking
away any idea once and for all
that the European Union should
become the primary regulatory
authority for all banks. No
thank you – Westminster may be
far from perfect but it should in
my view retain total authority
over all matters of regulation
and control of British based
banks whether they are
domestically or foreign owned.
So, come on Mr. Osborne,
please stick your head over the
parapet and say that any
attempt to allow the EU to
influence UK bank regulation
and that might destroy the huge
competitive advantage that
British banks have earned will
be shot down in flames. ��

“ . . . This has been nothing else than the progressive ceding of
British democratic power to a foreign Eurocracy through a web of
deceit spun in a multi-billion propaganda insinuation into every
aspect of  our education and political life.”– Francis Warren, p. 16 

Howard Wheeldon is Senior Strategist at BGC Partners 
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Explaining the growth of  the 
far right in the Euro-Elections

Belgium, Bulgaria and Latvia.
It is arguable that the massive gains made by the Dutch far

right were to be expected. In 2002, the party of  the late Pim
Fortuyn, Lijst Fortuyn came second in the general elections
winning 26 seats. He formed the Party after being sacked
from the Dutch far-right Liveable Netherlands Party for his
unwavering stance on immigration.

There is a proven link between low-income and individuals
with basic education and extreme voting practices. Working-
class voters have historically viewed immigrants as

competition for jobs and social
services, which explains why
extremist parties have successfully
played upon these insecurities.
Societies with high unemployment
and high levels of  immigration are
thought to be the most susceptible
to rises in extremist voting patterns.
The lower strata of  society are most
likely to perceive immigrants to be
a threat and are most likely to
scapegoat them for society’s ills by
voting for an extremist party.
Individuals who are not integrated
into society are often in need of  a
substitute intermediary group –
which far-right parties claim to fulfil
through their nationalist agendas.
The success of  the far-right in
Europe can be attributed to the
current economic malaise. The
Spanish Premier, Jose Zapatero’s
party paid the price for the recession
and the astronomical rate of
unemployment in Spain. The far-

right electoral success amongst middle-class and affluent
voters in Austria, Italy and the Netherlands, however, could
be due to the fear inherent in this group of  losing the
prosperity they gained during more favourable economic
times. Another reason for far-right success is that these
parties have been led by charismatic leaders – Jorg Haider
and Pim Fortuyn were able to attract voters who would not
usually subscribe to their extremist policies. Their legacies
have ensured the success of  far-right parties in their
respective countries.

There was surprise in Germany as Merkel’s Christian
Democrats/Christian Socialists won 38 per cent of  the vote

Bernadette Mill reports: Many extremist parties across Europe
made substantial electoral gains in the recent polls for the
European Parliament. They have improved upon 2004’s
result by gaining an extra eight seats. The British National
Party gained two seats in the North West and Yorskhire and
the Humber regions respectively. The Party first made
electoral progress when it gained three local council seats in
Burnley. Its policies include paying non-white citizens to
return to their countries of  ethnic origin and full British
withdrawal from the EU. In Holland, Geert Wilders’ Party
for Freedom won four seats and
came second in the polls. The Party
is in favour of  mass deportation of
immigrants from the Netherlands,
their leader has likened the Koran
to Mein Kampf  and his film,
‘Fitna’, which depicts Islam as a
movement of  terrorism and
violence, has attracted widespread
condemnation. In Austria, the
Freedom Party, who formed
coalition governments with the
centre-right People’s Party in both
2000 and 2003, won 13.1 per cent
of  the vote with the Alliance for the
Future of  Austria gaining just under
5 per cent. Italy’s Northern League,
who are part of  the ruling coalition
government, gained 9.5 per cent of
the vote. The Hungarian Jobbik
Party, led by Dr Krisztina Morvai
and who also have a paramilitary
wing, gained three seats. The party
bears more than a passing
resemblance to Hungary’s World
War Two militia, the Arrow Cross, which caused the deaths
of  thousands of  Hungarian Jews. They ran their campaign on
a pledge to fight ‘Gypsy Crime’ and are overtly opposed to
the Roma. The Nationalist Greater Romania Party gained
two seats and the anti-immigration Danish People’s Party,
who came third in the 2001 general elections, won 14.4 per
cent of  the votes which gave them two seats. The anti-gypsy
Slovak National Party gained one seat whilst the Latvian
electorate voted for the pro-Soviet Union candidate, Albert
Rubiks. In Finland, the True Finns gained one seat whilst the
Greek Popular Orthodox Rally won two seats. However,
there were losses for extremist parties in France, Poland,

��  There is a proven link
between low-income and
individuals with basic
education and extreme voting
practices. Working-class voters
have historically viewed
immigrants as competition for
jobs and social services, which
explains why extremist parties
have successfully played upon
these insecurities. Societies
with high unemployment and
high levels of immigration are
thought to be the most
susceptible to rises in extremist
voting patterns.                          ��

Bernadette Mill looks at why far right parties across Europe made substantial electoral gains in
the elections for the European Parliament.
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despite an unfavourable economic forecast which could result
in the nation emerging as the sick man of  Europe. This result
shows a display of  confidence by the German electorate that
Merkel is the best person to get
them through the recession.

Politically dissatisfied individuals
are more likely to reflect their
disapproval by casting a vote against
the mainstream parties. Far-right
groups position themselves as
protest parties thus attracting
disgruntled members of  the
electorate. This was arguably the
case in Britain where the British
National Party was able to capitalise
on the public condemnation of  the
recent MP’s expenses fiasco. It can
also be inferred that people are less
likely to vote for a party that seems
to be poorly organised and overtly
inflammatory – the BNP worked on
changing its image to that of  a more
presentable party by ditching their
army attire and opting for suits.

The success of  parties who ran
their campaigns on largely anti-
immigration agendas must not be written off  simply as a
consequence of  the perilous economic climate. It can be
argued that their success is attributable to the European
Union’s policy of  free movement of  people. The Schengen
Convention which creates a bloc without borders, came into
force when the Amsterdam Treaty was ratified in 1999. The

United Kingdom and Ireland opted out of  Schengen
however, that only restricts citizens from Iceland and Norway
from entering these nations without a visa – all other full EU

members have no limitations.  This
could explain the Party for
Freedom’s success in the
Netherlands – not only are they part
of  Schengen; they also have one of
the highest levels of  immigration
from EU and non-EU states per
capita. Geert Wilders’ rhetoric
exposes a rabid dislike of
immigration – he advocated the
removal of  Romania and Bulgaria
from the Union and is vociferously
opposed to Turkish membership of
the EU. His anti-Romanian
sentiment could rest with the fact
that the Romanian President has
pledged to give approximately one
million Romanian passports to
Moldovan citizens who have
Romanian heritage. The success of
extremist parties across the Union
must be addressed. The
governments of  the European

Union countries now have the task of  finding pragmatic
solutions to the rise of  nationalist support which threatens to
destroy the bridges built since 1957.

��  The United Kingdom and
Ireland opted out of Schengen
however, that only restricts
citizens from Iceland and
Norway from entering these
nations without a visa – all
other full EU members have no
limitations.  This could explain
the Party for Freedom’s success
in the Netherlands – not only
are they part of Schengen; they
also have one of the highest
levels of immigration from EU
and non-EU states per
capita.                                             ��

Bernadette Mill is a Parliamentary Researcher 

Howard Wheeldon writes: Oh to live in the US where defending
the national interest will always be the highest priority in the
land! Not so in Britain though as day by day our hapless
government appears content to cede more Westminster
control to the EU and to completely ignore the words
national interest.

First things first though – a quick take on events at the
Mansion House. Quite rightly, in challenging the view of
Alistair Darling the Bank of  England governor Mervyn King
has significantly raised the stakes on the overall debate of
bank regulation. Rare though it is for a BoE governor to

seriously clash with government policy quite so publicly – if
that is what you can call the scatterbrain policy approach of
the incumbent government – in this case it is to be
welcomed. However, whilst most will generally support the
King view that the failed tripartite agreement lies at the heart
of  the UK regulatory problem, they may not necessarily
agree with the governor that forcing banks to make a choice
between consumer/retail banking and everything else is the
right way to go. Amongst some other interesting remarks
from the lips of  the highly respected BoE governor was one
that implied that if  a commercial bank thinks it is too big to

Future financial and banking
market regulation – defending 
national interest & the ultimate

power of  Westminster
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regulatory policy to the EU. Not surprisingly this appears to
have the backing of  France and Germany. But sadly, to all
intents and purposes, it also appears to have the support of
the UK government. At that point internal regulatory
authorities would, it seems, become agents of  the EU in
which they would then be required to police the system
domestically and to provide early warning of  problems.
Assuming Barosso manages to force ill considered
reactionary legislation through Brussels the UK would be
placed in a difficult predicament of  automatically losing
powers over domestic regulation of  its banks and foreign
banks that operate in the UK unless of  course it decided to
opt out. Ahead of  signing up to the Lisbon Treaty the UK
does still have powers to opt out of  planned EU regulatory
legislation, should it choose, but if  my understanding is
correct, if  for instance Ireland votes to accept the Lisbon
Treaty shortly as seems increasingly likely given the
concessions it has won, Britain may then be faced with a
difficult dilemma of  either holding a referendum on the
Treaty or automatically signing up. If  the process stretches
out and we assume a Conservative win at the next election,
that could also mean that David Cameron could be faced
with the possibility of  holding a referendum very early on. 

Meanwhile it seems that the British government is, apart
from pushing forward immediate proposals for domestic
regulatory reform from FSA chief, Lord Adair Turner and
that have gone down like a hole in the head, content to wash
its hands on future banking market regulatory policy and
control preferring to hand the ultimate problem over to the
EU. In doing so and in the certain knowledge that he has less
than a year left at Number Ten the Prime Minister, a master
of  political disguise and past master of  a say what you mean
but never mean what you say politics appears determined that
regulatory control of  the City of  London will eventually be
ceded to Brussels. In itself  this is appalling and probably
irreversible. Even so, the fear of  Brussels control is made all
the worse by seeing little if  any concern expressed by David
Cameron. Clearly we all accept the need for improvements in
cross border supervision and control of  financial institutions
in Europe and indeed, across the world. It is right that we
also need better cross border supervision, more co-operation
and some necessary enforcement but when it comes to the
workings of  the City of  London we in Britain must ensure
that Westminster retains overall regulatory control. Fail to
halt the EU momentum now and we in Britain will end up
not only with an over zealous regulatory regime but also the
potential loss of  the competitive base that has made the City
of  London the dominant global financial market powerhouse
it is and rightly deserves to be. Fail now, cede further
Westminster control to ill thought out proposals that create
a further restrictive EU based legislative structure and we may
as well bury what’s left of  any remaining national sovereignty.      

Before I move on to discuss concerns that the Tory Party
has as yet failed to get its act together on the necessity of
retaining Westminster supremacy on matters of  financial and
banking markets regulation let me just remind what it is that

fail it is actually means it probably  already too big and must
be slimmed down! Many would take issue with this
questioning who is to decide whether a bank is too big or for
that matter, perhaps even too small? Meanwhile it seems that
the tripartite strategy for UK regulation will regrettably live
on with extraordinary powers to regulate banks left for now
in the hands of  the Financial Services Authority – as opposed
to where they should be, in the hands of  the Bank of
England. Even so, one may hope that when the government
presents its final plans to the Commons there will be
significant improvements in lines of  responsibility given to
both the Bank and FSA in the new legislation that the
government will shortly propose.  

Arguing about who should control UK banking and financial
sector regulation internally is one thing but giving away
powers to the European Union quite another. Earlier, the
House of  Lords European Union Committee rightly in my
view lambasted government failure to stand up for UK
interests. The report they issued coincided with the likely
reappointment of  Jose Manuel Barroso as European
Commission president for a second term and it exposes a
timely reminder of  the determination of  Barossa to push
forward plans for an EU wide financial and supervisory
system in which EU members would in affect cede control of

��  Ahead of signing up to the
Lisbon Treaty the UK does still
have powers to opt out of
planned EU regulatory
legislation should it choose but
if my understanding is correct,
if for instance Ireland votes to
accept the Lisbon Treaty
shortly as seems increasingly
likely given the concessions it
has won, Britain may then be
faced with a difficult dilemma
of either holding a referendum
on the Treaty or automatically
signing up. If the process
stretches out and we assume a
Conservative win at the next
election, that could also mean
that David Cameron could be
faced with the possibility of
holding a referendum very
early on. ��
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EU President Barroso is attempting to push through to create
EU based regulatory legislation. Essentially this comprises
the creation of  three pan European watchdogs that will act to
ensure that all EU nations implement whatever new base
regulatory legislation appears on banks and banking market
supervision. Yes, that means the creation of  yet another EU
board – this one to be called the European Systematic Risk
Board. There are also plans for a European System of
Financial Supervisors that would engulf  or encapsulate
existing national regulatory bodies such as the FSA. As I see
it the Barroso proposals would mean that EU regulators
would have the ability to veto and overrule all matters of
national regulation and, as is the case now, the final authority
for disputes to be resolved would be the European Court of
Justice.                                     

Back in November 2005 in a speech to the Centre for Policy
Studies Tory leader David Cameron said that we must draw
back powers – repatriate them – to govern market legislation,
employment legislation and so on. He also said that it was
imperative to regain competitiveness for the UK and that to
achieve this required repatriation of  powers [from the EU].

However, whilst I am reasonably assured that Tory Shadow
Chancellor Osborne is opposed to passing over regulatory
control of  banks to the EU it seems that the Shadow
Business Secretary, Ken Clarke, takes quite the opposite view
playing for further discussion that essentially hides from an
opinion that regulatory control should be ceded to the EU.
Indeed, until I am hopefully proved wrong, I will continue to
believe that Mr. Clarke’s view of  discussion is merely playing
for time on a probable belief  that the longer the issue is
discussed the more likely that Britain will be powerless to
prevent ‘City of  London’ regulation passing to the EU.
Clearly, any forced ratification of  Lisbon will play into
Clarke’s hands. Clearly it is time for the Tories to come totally
clean on the issue. Right now the line that HM’s Opposition
Party is taking is not only confusing but it appears to be
speaking with forked tongue. 

With Mr. Brown having done little so far to provide any
confidence that he will put the UK national interest first,
protect the essence of  Parliament by ensuring that the
indisputable supremacy of  Westminster is retained above that
of  the EU it seems that the government risks throwing the
future of  the City of  London to the wolves by the back door.
To do this risks the very future competitiveness of  an
industry that is so important to the UK economy that we just
cannot allow regulatory control to be ceded to the EU.
Meanwhile we must keep constantly reminding ourselves of
just what we are potentially throwing away by potentially
allowing French and German financial institutions such an
easy ride. Failing to recognise the importance of  this industry
– of  what it is now and of  what it can probably soon again
be in the future – a competitive and brilliant industry that can
carry the flag of  Britain around the financial market world
whilst at the same time providing excellent returns for the
British exchequer – is a message that somehow we must get
through to our hapless politicians.            

��  Back in November 2005 in a
speech to the Centre for Policy
Studies Tory leader David
Cameron said that we must draw
back powers – repatriate them –
to govern market legislation,
employment legislation and so
on. He also said that it was
imperative to regain
competitiveness for the UK and
that to achieve this required
repatriation of powers [from the
EU]. However, whilst I am
reasonably assured that Tory
Shadow Chancellor Osborne is
opposed to passing over
regulatory control of banks to
the EU it seems that the Shadow
Business Secretary, Ken Clarke
takes quite the opposite view
playing for further discussion
that essentially hides from an
opinion that regulatory control
should be ceded to the EU. ��

��  Failing to recognise the
importance of this industry – of
what it is now and of what it can
probably soon again be in the
future – a competitive and
brilliant industry that can carry
the flag of Britain around the
financial market world whilst at
the same time providing
excellent returns for the British
exchequer – is a message that
somehow we must get through to
our hapless politicians. ��

Howard Wheeldon is Senior Strategist at BGC Partners 
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competent authorities would therefore have to amend their
plans. 

The draft regulation would set up a common gas security
indicator and supply standard. The proposal provides for a
common indicator to define a serious gas supply disruption,
the so called N-1. The N-1 indicator describes the ability of
the gas infrastructure’s capacity to supply gas for maximum
demand in a given area in case of  disruption of  the largest
infrastructure. The Regulation would require the competent
authority in each Member State to ensure that, by March
2014, in the event of  a disruption of  the largest gas supply
infrastructure, they have the capacity to deliver the necessary
volume of  gas to satisfy total gas demand, in their country,

“during a period of  sixty days of
exceptionally high gas demand
during the coldest period statistically
occurring every twenty years.” 

The Commission has stressed that
Member States would decide how
best to achieve the N-1 benchmark.
However, each competent authority
would have to report to the
Commission any non compliance
with that standard.

Each competent authority is
required to ensure that adequate
interconnections, storage and
reverse flow capacities are in place as
well as demand-side measures, such
as fuel switching for power plants
and increased use of  renewable
energy sources. 

According to the Commission,
there should be a general
requirement of  reverse flow

capabilities on all intra-EU interconnectors. Under the
Commission’s proposal, the transmission system operators
would be required to ensure the permanent physical capacity
to transport gas in both directions on all interconnections
within two years from the entry into force of  the regulation,
except where the Commission decides that the addition of  a
bidirectional flow capacity would not improve the security
of  supply of  any Member State. 

The European Commission has stated that “Different
sources of  Community funding are available to support
Member States to finance the necessary investment in
indigenous production and infrastructure” particularly “loans
and guarantees from the European Investment Bank or
funding from regional, structural or cohesion funds.”
Nevertheless, it is far from clear who would have to bear the
costs. According to Europolitics, the gas industry organisation

Last January, the Russian-Ukrainian gas crisis caused serious
disruptions of  gas supplies to the European Community. It
has been widely observed that the Commission failed to deal
efficiently with the gas dispute. 

The existing legislation (Directive 2004/67/EC)
concerning measures to safeguard security of  natural gas
supply has been deemed by Brussels to be no longer adequate
to deal with supply disruptions. According to the European
Commission, “Member States still enjoy a large margin of
discretion as to the choice of  measures” as regards the
security of  gas supply.

The Commission wants to put in place a common
approach to security of  supply. Hence, on 16 July, it adopted
a proposal for a regulation
concerning measures to safeguard
security of  gas supply, repealing
Directive 2004/67/EC. This time,
the Commission decided to propose
a regulation rather than a Directive –
this way, the provisions would be
directly applicable to Member States
and gas undertakings. The national
transposition phase would therefore
be bypassed. Unsurprisingly, the
Commission has proposed for itself
a set of  key new powers over
security of  gas supply. 

Member States would be required
to designate a competent authority
to be responsible for security of  gas
supply. Such competent authorities
would be responsible for monitoring
security of  gas supply at the national
level, assessing risks to supplies,
establishing preventive and
emergency action plans. Unsurprisingly, they would be
coordinated by the Commission at the Community level
through the Gas Coordination Group. 

Under the draft regulation, each competent authority
would be required, by September 2010, to assess the risks
affecting the security of  gas supply within the Member State.
Moreover, they would have to establish, by March 2011, a
preventive action plan which must contain the necessary
measures to mitigate the risks identified and an emergency
plan containing the measures necessary to mitigate the impact
of  a gas supply disruption.

But, before adopting such plans, the competent authorities
are required to consult the Commission. The Commission
would assess the plans of  all Member States and would have
the power to require a revision if  it considers that they are not
effective or they do not comply with this regulation. The

European Commission looks to
new powers over gas security

��  This time, the Commission
decided to propose a
regulation rather than a
Directive – this way, the
provisions would be directly
applicable to Member States
and gas undertakings. The
national transposition phase
would therefore be bypassed.
Unsurprisingly, the
Commission has proposed for
itself a set of key new powers
over security of gas 
supply.                             ��
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Member States would be obliged to collaborate more
closely in a crisis through the revised Gas Coordination
Group, chaired by the European Commission. Moreover, the
Commission would be empowered to require competent
authorities or natural gas undertakings to change their action
if  it is considered inappropriate to deal with a Community
Emergency or if  it jeopardizes the situation in another
Member State. Furthermore, the draft regulation would
prevent Member States to introduce any measures restricting
the flow of  gas within the EU, during a crisis. 

The Commission also wants to establish an EU task force
to monitor the gas flows within and outside the Community,
in cooperation with the supplying and transitional countries.
The costs of  the monitoring task force would be covered by
the Community budget. The Commission would be entitled
to deploy such a task force. In fact, under the proposal the

Commission would be responsible to
“coordinate the actions with regard
to third countries, working with
producer and transit countries on
arrangements to handle crisis
situations and to ensure a stable gas
flow to the Community.”

The Commission has said that, in
the case of  a Community emergency,
Member States should develop
solidarity measures, such as
“commercial agreements between
natural gas undertakings,
compensation mechanisms,
increased gas exports or increased
releases from storages.”

It is important to mention that the
Lisbon Treaty strengthens solidarity
by introducing an amendment to
Article 100 which states “(…) the

Council, on a proposal from the Commission, may decide,
in a spirit of  solidarity between Member States, upon the
measures appropriate to the economic situation, in particular
if  severe difficulties arise in the supply of  certain products,
notably in the area of  energy.” It is not clear how such
solidarity will take place. But, the UK might be required to
supply energy to another Member State in a time of  crisis. 

Furthermore, under the Commission’s proposal gas
companies would have to notify to the Commission contracts
concluded with suppliers from third countries and Member
States would be required to notify the Commission of  all
intergovernmental gas supply agreements with third
countries dealing with security of  gas supply. According to
the Commission such information is necessary to assess the
EU’s security of  supply and claims that it will ensure the
confidentiality of  commercially sensitive information.

The European Commission has called on the Council and
the European Parliament to quickly adopt the proposal. 

GTE+ is concerned over who will pay for infrastructure
changes put forward by the Commission.

The Member State’s competent authorities would also have
to establish emergency plans taking into account different
crisis levels as defined in the Regulation. Such plans would
detail the mechanisms used to cooperate with other Member
States for each crisis level as well as the required actions to
make gas available in case of  an emergency. Moreover, they
would be required to notify the Commission and provide it
with all the necessary information when they declare any of
the crisis levels. In case of  an emergency, the competent
authorities must follow the emergency plan pre-described
actions and shall without delay inform the Commission about
the actions they intend to take. Unsurprisingly, the
Commission would have the power to require the competent
authorities to change such measures and to lift their
declaration of  emergency.

The Commission has demanded
extensive coordination powers
during crises. Under the draft
regulation, the Commission would
be allowed to declare a Community
emergency at the request of  one
competent authority or where more
than one competent authority has
declared a national emergency as
well as when the Community loses
more than 10 per cent of  its daily
gas import from third countries.
According to the new chair of  the
European Parliament’s Committee
on Industry, Research and Energy,
Herbert Reul “This means that the
cutting of  just one major pipeline
would lead to an emergency
situation being called.” Moreover, he
said “The Commission is making things too easy for itself
with such a definition” which does not take into account the
EU’s gas production or storage capacity.

The current proposal is, definitely, an improvement from
earlier drafts. Initially, the Commission had proposed to grant
itself  powers to request Member States to release gas from
strategic gas storage in case of  emergency. It should be recall
that the Council has recently reached political agreement on
the directive requiring Member States to maintain minimum
stocks of  oil or petroleum products. The Commission
wanted to be able to require Member States to release oil
stocks in an emergency but the Council rejected such idea.
Under the Council’s agreement, the Commission may
recommend releases. 

Nevertheless, under the draft proposal, the Commission
would have the power to coordinate actions between Member
States and towards third countries and to ensure exchange of
information. Herbert Reul has said “The Commission is
trying once again to expand its powers. It wants to reserve
for itself  wide-ranging coordination powers in the event of
an emergency (…)”

��  The Commission also wants
to establish an EU task force to
monitor the gas flows within
and outside the Community, in
cooperation with the
supplying and transitional
countries. The costs of the
monitoring task force would
be covered by the Community
budget. The Commission would
be entitled to deploy such a
task force.                             ��

Margarida Vasconcelos is Head of  Research at the 
European Foundation
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advance the jurisdiction of  the Court of  Justice in relation to
aspects of  the Lisbon Treaty, even though the Court is the
only body competent to decide on the interpretation and
application of  the Treaties. If  the European Council
Decision makes a change in the Lisbon Treaty by seeking to
impose a particular interpretation of  certain provisions on
the Court of  Justice, it surely requires that that change be
ratified by all the Member States in accordance with their
respective constitutional requirements. If  it does not make
such a change, it means that the Irish people are being
deceived  as to the Decision’s significance,  and it is legally
meaningless.

6.  The European Council is not an institution of   the
European Union, and would only be given that legal status by
the Treaty of  Lisbon if  it should come into force (Art.13
TEU).  So what the Decision/Agreement amounts to in
effect is an attempt by a political body, the current European
Council, to impose a particular interpretation of  the Lisbon
Treaty on a Union institution, the Court of  Justice, after
Lisbon has been ratified when it has no  power or right to do
that without the content of  that  Decision/Agreement being
ratified by all the parties to the original Treaty.

7. This would also seem to be an attempt to pre-empt Article
344 TFEU, which provides that the “Member States
undertake not to submit a dispute concerning the
interpretation or application of  the Treaties to any method
of  settlement other than those provided for therein” – that
method being a ruling of  the ECJ, which the Decision
purports to pre-empt with regard to certain areas of  the
Treaty

8. The Decision also seems to entrench upon Declaration 17
Concerning Primacy, whereby “in accordance with the well
settled case law of  the EU Court of  Justice, the Treaties and
the law adopted by the Union on the basis of  the Treaties
have primacy over the law of  the Member States, under the
conditions laid down by the said case law.”  

9. The commitment  to incorporate the Decision into future
EU law by means of  a Protocol rather than an explanatory
Declaration  underlines the fact that the attempt to restrict
the interpretation of  the Court of  Justice in future in relation
to the matters covered in Sections A, B and C of  Annex 1
and in Annex 2, affect substantive issues of  Union law and
Treaty interpretation, something that can only be permitted
if  the  Lisbon Treaty is appropriately amended now rather
than  at some future time. A Protocol, even if  it  is to be
attached to some future Treaty, indicates that substantive
Treaty change is intended, in contrast to a Declaration, which
does not.

1. The Irish Government is claiming that  the Decision of  the
European Council and the promised Protocol incorporating
that Decision which is to be attached by some future treaty
to the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the
Functioning of  the Union, will significantly limit the effect of
the Treaty of  Lisbon on certain provisions of  the Irish
Constitution and will define what the effects of  that Treaty
are on future Union competence in relation to Taxation, to
aspects of   security and defence policy and to workers’ rights
and social policy.

2. The Decision on the face of  it does not change the Lisbon
Treaty, but it purports to impose a particular interpretation of
the Treaty on the Court of  Justice once the Treaty has come
into effect, without having that interpretation accepted and
approved in advance by all the parties to the Treaty through
their normal constitutional ratification processes.  It is surely
invalid to attempt to impose such a restriction on the Court
of  Justice in the future without proper Treaty ratification
now.

3. The Decision/Agreement is a form of  interpretation of
the Lisbon Treaty. It states that the future Protocol which it
promises “will clarify but not change either the content or
the application of  the treaty of  Lisbon” . The Lisbon Treaty
is not yet in force. Without this Decision/Agreement, if  the
Treaty of  Lisbon does comes into force the European Court
of  Justice would be free to interpret the Decision/Agreement
in the opposite sense –  for example that the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights can affect the articles relating to the right
to life, the rights of  the family and rights in respect of
education set out in the Irish Constitution. 

4. Or another example, which affects all Member States: a
Member State or some other body may take the view that the
Treaty of  Lisbon, if  ratified, does make a change in the extent
or operation of  EU competence in relation to taxation and
may wish to take a relevant case before the Court of  Justice.
Can the Court be bound by the terms of  this Decision in
Section B, that the Treaty makes no change in relation to
Taxation,  unless the Member States have agreed to that by a
normal Treaty ratification process? If  the European Council
had made no Decision/Agreement, would the Court of
Justice have power to decide hereafter that the Lisbon Treaty
does change EU competence in relation to Taxation, but that
this is something the Court will now be precluded from doing
if  Lisbon is ratified because of  this Decision?  If  that were
the case, what is effectively involved  in this Decision/
Agreement is a substantive  Treaty change requiring re-
ratification of  the Lisbon Treaty. 

5. The Decision therefore purports to limit the limit in

The Irish “guarantees” 
Do the Irish “guarantees” pledged at the summit meeting of  the European Council in June have
any validity?
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Margarida Vasconcelos: The European Commission has recently
proposed to create an agency for the long term operational
management of  the Schengen
Information System (SIS II), Visa
Information System (VIS),
EURODAC and other large-scale IT
systems in the area of  freedom,
security and justice. 

The Schengen Information
System (SIS) is a computer database
for the collection and exchange of
information relating to immigration,
policing and criminal law for the
purposes of  law enforcement and
immigration control which has been
in operation since 1995. The
second-generation Schengen
Information System (SIS II) will
store a huge amount of  sensitive
personal data such as photographs
and fingerprints and will include
new types of  alerts. SIS II was
supposed to be in place in
December 2007 but due to technical,
legal and financial difficulties which
lead to continual delays, this deadline
was abandoned. The EU Justice and
Home Affairs ministers have
recently decided to keep two options open: launch of  the new
SIS II database and a ‘plan B.’ The Commission has until 2011
to complete the SIS II project, and,
if  this fails, it should continue with
the SIS II development on the basis
of  the SIS 1+ RE technical solution.
This would entail keeping the
current SIS but adding what works
in SIS II. The impasse on the
development of  SIS II is raising
doubts over the EU capacity to
finalize cross border technical
projects.

The Visa Information System
(VIS) was established by Regulation
767/2008 which enables consulates
and other Member States competent
authorities to enter and consult
electronically visa information,
including biometric data.
EURODAC is an IT system which stores asylum seekers’
fingerprints and was created to facilitate the application of

the Dublin II Regulation. 
The Commission is, presently, responsible for the

operational management of
EURODAC as well as for
completing the development of  SIS
II and VIS. It will be also responsible
for the operational management of
both systems for a transitional
period of  five years. It is important
to recall that the Commission was
invited by the Council and the
European Parliament to present
proposals for setting up an agency
responsible for these databases. 

The Commission adopted a
legislative package intended to
establish a Regulatory Agency
responsible for the long-term
operational management of  IT
systems in the area of  freedom,
security and justice. This package
combines a proposal for a
Regulation which will govern the SIS
II and VIS first pillar aspects as well
as EURODAC and a proposal for a
Council Decision regarding third
pillar aspects of  SIS II and VIS.

The Commission proposes, in this
way, bringing together the three existing EU IT systems for
the exchange of  security information within a single agency.

The agency will be established as a
Community body and it would have
legal personality. 

The agency’s main task would be
to keep “the systems functioning 24
hours a day, seven days a week”,
ensuring, according to the
Commission, “a continuous,
uninterrupted flow of  data
exchange.” It will manage passport,
visa and fingerprint information.

The agency would also be
responsible for adopting “the
necessary security measures,
including a security plan” as well as
“reporting, publishing, monitoring,
information.” Moreover, the agency
will organize training of  experts on
VIS and SIS II and will implement

pilot schemes upon request of  the Commission. 

Brussels launches 
Big Brother agency  

��  The Schengen Information
System (SIS) is a computer
database for the collection and
exchange of information
relating to immigration,
policing and criminal law for
the purposes of law
enforcement and immigration
control which has been in
operation since 1995. The
second-generation Schengen
Information System (SIS II)
will store a huge amount of
sensitive personal data such as
photographs and fingerprints
and will include new types of
alerts. ��

��  It is still far from clear
which authorities may have
access to these data and for
what purpose. All these
databases are an invasion of
privacy rights. Gathering so
much information raises
concerns over who will have
access to these data and entails
risks of such data being
misused. ��
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According to the EU Regulations, the authorities
responsible for border control and national judicial authorities
may access and process data in SIS II in the performance of
their tasks, Member State authorities responsible for internal
security may access VIS data within the limits of  their powers,
moreover, only national authorities dealing with asylum have
access to EURODAC. However, the Commission is set to
put forward a proposal allowing Member State’s law
enforcement authorities and Europol access to the
EURODAC database in relation to investigation of  terrorist
offences and other serious criminal offences.

It is still far from clear which authorities may have access
to these data and for what purpose. All these databases are an
invasion of  privacy rights. Gathering so much information
raises concerns over who will have access to these data and
entails risks of  such data being misused. 

The Commission has already foreseen that the agency
could “potentially be made
responsible for the preparation,
development and operational
management of  other IT systems in
the area of  freedom, security and
justice, based on the EC Treaty or
Title VI of  the EU Treaty.”
According to Jacques Barrot “The
gradual building up of  expertise will
allow the Agency to become a centre
of  excellence for the development
and operational management of
future large-scale IT systems in the
area of  freedom, security and
justice.” 

The agency will comprise a
Management Board, an Executive
Director and Advisory Groups. The
Management Board would be
composed by one representative of
each Member State which
participates in the adoption of  the
legal instrument governing the IT
system managed by the agency and
two representatives of  the
Commission. The countries
associated with the implementation,
application and development of  the
Schengen acquis and the EURODAC
related measures may also participate in the agency but
without voting rights.

The Commission also proposed a Council Decision aimed
at conferring upon the agency tasks related to the operational
management of  the SIS II and VIS in application of  Title VI
of  the EU Treaty, “provisions on police and judicial
cooperation in criminal matters.” Since Europol and Eurojust
have the right to access and search directly data entered into
SIS II, Europol may also have access to VIS, this proposal
would confer them observer status at the meetings of  the

Management Board.
The UK has not signed the Schengen Convention but it has

requested to participate in certain aspects of  the Schengen
acquis. The UK participates in the SIS, as regards criminal law
and policing information, but not the SIS immigration data.
Moreover, the UK participates in EURODAC. Taking into
account that the provisions of  the proposal for a Regulation
relate to SIS II and VIS, the UK does not participate in its
adoption and consequently it is not bound by it. However, it
seems that the UK may participate in the agency in what
concerns EURODAC, if  it decides to opt into the Regulation.

The UK is also not allowed to take part in the adoption of
the Council Decision and is not bound by it, to the extent
that it applies to VIS. But the UK may take part in this
Decision insofar as its provisions relate to SIS II (for the
purpose of  police and judicial cooperation in criminal
matters). 

It is important to mention that the
Council has denied the UK the right
to take part in the adoption of  the
VIS Police Access Decision on the
grounds that the measure
constitutes a development of
provisions of  the Schengen acquis in
which the UK does not take part.
Consequently, last November, the
Government brought an action
before the ECJ challenging this
exclusion. 

The UK’s potential participation
in the agency is far from clear. It
remains to be seen the Government
position on this as well as the ECJ’s
ruling.

The Commission is expecting that
the Council and the European
Parliament adopt the proposal in
2010, so that the agency can be
legally established in 2011 and
become operational in 2012. 

The agency will be funded by the
EU budget. The Commission has
estimated the costs related to the
preparatory and start-up phase of
the long-term operational
management of  SIS II, VIS and

EURODAC to be around €113 million between 2010 and
2013. Moreover, the annual costs for the connection of  the
three systems to the s-TESTA, network to which all EU
Member States, EU institutions and agencies will be
connected, will amount to around €16,5 million. However, it
is very likely that the taxpayer’s bill will be higher. 

��  It is important to
mention that the Council has
denied the UK the right to take
part in the adoption of the VIS
Police Access Decision on the
grounds that the measure
constitutes a development of
provisions of the Schengen
acquis in which the UK does
not take part. Consequently,
last November, the Government
brought an action before the
ECJ challenging this 
exclusion. The UK’s potential
participation in the agency is
far from clear. It remains to be
seen the Government position
on this as well as the ECJ’s
ruling. ��

Margarida Vasconcelos is Head of  Research at the 
European Foundation
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taxpayer’s money in butter and milk. Export refunds were
reintroduced for butter, skimmed milk powder, whole milk

powder and cheese. Moreover, last
November, the Commission
reintroduced private storage aid
(PSA) for butter with effect from 1
January 2009. 

Nevertheless, France, Germany
and Austria have been demanding
further EU aid to the dairy sector.
It is important to mention that
France and Germany have recently
created a working group to prepare
the reform of  CAP after 2013.
According to French Agriculture
Minister Bruno Le Maire “It is
absolutely necessary to regulate
production.” Accordingly, he said
that “more regulation” is “the
common theme that must steer the
negotiations on the future of  the
CAP beyond 2013.” Bruno Le
Maire and Germany’s Agriculture
Minister sent a joint letter to EU
Agriculture Commissioner Mariann
Fischer Boel calling for urgent
measures to help the dairy sector.
According to the ministers, the
Commission should not “shut the
door on a possible freeze on the
increase in milk quotas set for
2010.” Moreover, they said that
“New forms of  regulation at

One of  the most controversial issues of  the so called CAP
“health check” was the phasing out of  milk quotas before
they are totally scrapped in 2015.
The Council has agreed an increase
of  1 per cent for the milk quotas
per year in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012,
and for the marketing year
2013/2014, to prepare for their
expiry date in 2015. 

The situation on the milk market
has deteriorated during the past
year. There has been a substantial
drop in world market prices for
milk since mid 2008 which has
affected the EU dairy producers’
income. Last January, the European
Commission has introduced market
intervention measures to support
the dairy sector. Brussels has agreed
to gradually increase milk
production quota, and, at the same
time has increased market
intervention to remove supply from
the market. 

The Commission has started
buying up stocks of  dairy products
on 1 March and was supposed to
continue to do so until the end of
August. The Commission has
bought, so far, 81,900 tonnes of
butter and 231,000 tonnes of
skimmed milk powder. It has
already spent over €260 million of

Margarida Vasconcelos of the European Foundation provides a 
regular assessment on what is happening in and around the EU   
institutions, the European Scrutiny Committee at Westminster 
and of the legal and political importance of recent decisions, 
regulations, directives and law. 

Dairy sector faces further
Commission interference

Through the EU Labyrinth

��  Bruno Le Maire and
Germany’s Agriculture
Minister sent a joint letter to
EU Agriculture Commissioner
Mariann Fischer Boel calling
for urgent measures to help the
dairy sector. According to the
ministers, the Commission
should not “shut the door on a
possible freeze on the increase
in milk quotas set for 2010.”
Moreover, they said that “New
forms of regulation at
European level will be needed
to ensure that the milk sector
does not rely on market rules
alone.”  The European
Commission has yielded to
France and Germany’ requests
and agreed to extend private
storage aid and public
intervention beyond the end of
August.  ��
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European Commission adopted a report analyzing the EU
dairy market and provided a list of  measures to stabilize
the market. The Commission has stressed in its report that
it will continue to use instruments such as intervention,
private storage aid and export refunds. According to the
Commission such measures have already cost around €350
million but they are estimated to cost over €600 million.
The Commission has said that the possibility of  funding
new measures in the dairy sector in the budget year 2010 is
very limited.

The Commission is also planning to promote dairy
consumption by implementing more dairy product
promotion programmes. In fact, on 23 July, the European
Commission approved the co-financing of  programmes
presented by 12 Member States, including the UK, on the

amount of  €27.8 million to provide
information on and to promote
agricultural products in the EU.
Such programmes which will last
three years have a total budget of
€62.1 million.

The Commission has made clear
that it has no intention of
reviewing the dairy policy,
particularly the quotas, as a result
of  the CAP ‘health check.’ It has
therefore rejected France, Germany
and farmers demands to cut or to
freeze the already agreed milk quota
increases. According to the
Commission, production is,
presently, 4.2 percent below quota. 

The European Commission is
willing to accept that money raised
from charging a super levy on
producers who exceed their

individual quota is used to finance voluntary retirement
from milk production or redistributed to priority groups.

The Commission has pointed out that reducing the
number of  cows is the most direct way to reduce supply
however it has recognized that “an immediate effect can
only be reached by slaughtering cows with an EU subsidy.”
The Commission is not likely to introduce such scheme as
“it will be difficult to justify spending taxpayers money” on
it. 

The Commission recalls that Member States may
establish specific aids for vulnerable areas or vulnerable
types of  farming in the dairy sector within the limit of  10
per cent of  the national envelope for direct aid.

Moreover, the Commission is planning to extend state
aid to dairy farmers with liquidity problems. It is envisaging
modifying the Temporary Crisis Framework for state aid
measures in order to allow Member States to pay up to
€15,000 per farmer until the end of  2010. 

The report also stressed that there are under the CAP
several instruments available to Member States to help

European level will be needed to ensure that the milk sector
does not rely on market rules alone.” 

The European Commission has yielded to France and
Germany’ requests and agreed to extend private storage aid
and public intervention beyond the end of  August. Under
Council Regulation 1234/2007 establishing a common
organisation of  agricultural markets and on specific
provisions for certain agricultural products public
intervention for butter and skimmed milk powder is limited
to a period from 1 March to the end of  August. However,
on 7 July, the Commission has proposed to extend public
intervention for butter and skimmed milk powder through
a tendering procedure beyond the normal period until 28
February 2010. Furthermore, given the uncertainty as
regards the recovery of  the dairy market, the Commission
has suggested keeping the
intervention open until the end of
the 2010-2011 period, if  the market
situation so requires. The
Commission is therefore asking for
the authorisation to extend public
intervention for butter and
skimmed milk powder beyond 31
August 2010, until 28 February
2011.

The Commission has estimated
that 50,000 tonnes of  skimmed
milk powder and 31,000 tonnes of
butter will be bought through
intervention during the extended
period. According to the
Commission “(…) this
supplementary quantity will be
stocked during 2 years and
hereafter sold at the market at the
intervention price level.”
Moreover, the Commission has estimated butter’s
expenditure around €12.5 million and €14.4 million for
skimmed milk powder.

On 13 July, the majority of  the EU agriculture ministers
supported the Commission’s proposal. The UK and
Denmark are against such plans. The UK has been
demanding the end of  all market instruments however it
was not successful during the CAP “health check” in its
demands. 

Nevertheless, the proposal is likely to be adopted in
October. In the meantime, until the formal adoption of
the text, the Commission is allowed to put in place a
temporary measure avoiding an interruption in public
intervention during the next months. In fact, the
management committee has already backed the
Commission’s proposals. Hence, the Commission will
temporarily extend the period for intervention purchases
of  butter and skimmed milk powder until the end of
November 2009.

At request of  several Member States, on 22 July, the

��  The Commission is
therefore asking for the
authorisation to extend public
intervention for butter and
skimmed milk powder beyond
31 August 2010, until 28
February 2011. The Commission
has estimated that 50,000
tonnes of skimmed milk
powder and 31,000 tonnes of
butter will be bought through
intervention during the
extended period. ��
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In record time, on 23 April, the European Parliament
adopted with amendments, at first-reading of  the co-
decision procedure, last
November’s Commission proposal
for a Directive on the energy
performance of  buildings. Its main
objective is to recast Directive
2002/91/EC. The 2004 Housing
Act has transposed that Directive.
However, the UK law goes
significantly further than the
minimum standards set out in the
EU Directive. For instance, whereas
the Directive requires an energy
performance certificate to be
produced every 10 years, under the
UK law a new certificate has to be
made with every sale. 

The Commission’s proposal
extends the scope of  the Energy
Performance of  Buildings Directive
to all existing buildings and not just
those over 1,000 square metres.
Moreover, all buildings undergoing
major renovations would also have
to meet minimum energy
performance requirements. Major
renovations are defined as
renovations which cost more than
20 per cent of  their value or cover
more than 25 per cent of  the
building’s surface. The draft
proposal also introduces minimum
energy performance requirements for systems, such as

boilers, water heaters and air conditioning installed in
buildings.

The Commission has proposed
to reduce from 1000m2 to 250m2
the area above which energy
performance certificates have to be
displayed in a public building. Ian
Austin, the Parliamentary Under-
Secretary of  State at the
Department for Communities and
Local Government, has said to the
European Scrutiny Committee that
the number of  public buildings
affected by such extension would
rise from 42,000 to 64,000.
Moreover, such requirement would
entail annual costs of  £8 million
whereas benefits would be around
£1.3 million. 

According to MEPs, holiday
homes used less than four months
a year will also need to respect
minimum energy performance
requirements. The Commission has
proposed to exempt such houses.
Only small houses, buildings for
religious activities, temporary
buildings, historic buildings and
agricultural buildings with low
energy demand are excluded from
the Directive’s energy efficiency
requirements.

Under the draft proposal, the
energy performance certificates must be provided every

��  In record time, on 23 April,
the European Parliament
adopted with amendments, at
first-reading of the co-decision
procedure, last November’s
Commission proposal for a
Directive on the energy
performance of buildings. Its
main objective is to recast
Directive 2002/91/EC. The 2004
Housing Act has transposed
that Directive. However, the
UK law goes significantly
further than the minimum
standards set out in the EU
directive. For instance, whereas
the directive requires a energy
performance certificate to be
produced every 10 years, under
the UK law a new certificate
has to be made with every
sale.  ��

New EU energy legislation to
increase administrative burdens

for property-owners

restructuring in the dairy sector. The Commission pointed
out that Member States have several options under the
Rural Development Policy “to support dairy farmers to
become more competitive and to keep milk production in
traditional dairy regions where it contributes to maintain
the countryside.” The Commission has recalled that the
rural development funds could be used for investment
support, payments for dairy farmers in Less Favoured
Areas, support for environmentally friendly forms of  dairy
production, support for specific livestock-keeping practices
improving animal welfare, support for dairy farmers who
would like to leave the sector.

According to the Irish Times, Richard Kennedy, chairman
of  the Irish Farmers Association said that “(…) the use of
State funds was a retrograde step which would discriminate
between dairy farmers in different Member States (…).
Moreover, Richard Ashworth, conservative agriculture
spokesman has stressed that “We cannot return the EU to
butter mountains and milk lakes and the current situation
shows just how misguided past policies on milk have been.”

The Agriculture Council will debate the Commission’s
report on 7 September.
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time there is a property transaction. Moreover, the draft
Directive would require the certificate to provide
information about the actual impact of  heating and cooling
on the energy needs of  the building, on its primary energy
consumption and on carbon dioxide emissions. The
proposal would also extend the requirement on Member
States to set up regular inspections to include all boilers
with an output greater than 20kW. 

According to the Government although the UK has
already adopted the majority of  the proposed measures the
provision of  control systems for energy performance
certificates and inspections of
heating and air conditioning
systems will have financial
implications.  

Presently, Member States are
required to set their minimum
energy performance requirements
using their own calculation
methodology in order to achieve
the cost-optimal levels determined
by them. However, the
Commission has proposed that
those requirements should be
progressively aligned with cost-
optimal levels calculated in
accordance with a methodology to
be developed by the Commission
by the end of  2010 which will have
financial implications. 

The Commission proposed that
Member States should draw
national plans to identify targets for
increasing the minimum percentage
of  buildings which consume low or
zero energy. Zero-energy buildings
are defined as buildings which
produce their own energy using
renewable energies like solar panels
while minimising energy-loss with
better insulation. The European
Parliament has called on the Commission to establish by
the end of  2010, a detailed common European definition
of  “net zero energy buildings.” Moreover, the MEPs have
voted for EU Member States to be required to ensure by 31
December 2018 that all new buildings produce as much
energy as they consume on-site. According to the
European Parliament, Member States should also set
intermediate national targets for minimum percentages of
zero-energy buildings for existing buildings, by 2015 and
by 2020. According to Ian Austin the adoption of  the

definition of  low and zero carbon buildings and the target
to increase the number of  these buildings raise subsidiarity
issues and would entail further costs. 

The MEPs also introduced new provisions requiring
Member States to present national action plans by June
2011 establishing financial instruments for improving the
energy efficiency of  buildings, such as low-interest loans
and fiscal rebates. The European Parliament also called on
the Commission to propose by June 2010 further EU
financial instruments such as: increasing the allocation of
European Regional Development Fund money available

for energy-efficiency measures to at
least 15 per cent, creating, by 2014,
an Energy Efficiency Fund
financed by the Community
budget. Moreover, it called for VAT
reductions for goods and services
related to energy efficiency and
renewable energy in buildings. 

Under the Commission’s
proposal the new provisions would
come into force by the end of  2010
for buildings occupied by public
authorities, and by the end of
January 2012 for all the other
buildings. According to the
Government such requirement it is
“extremely challenging.”

The Energy Council has recently
discussed a Czech EU Presidency
progress report on the recast
Directive. Several Member States
are concerned that the draft
Directive will substantially increase
administrative burden and that
owners might be discouraged to
carry out renovations due to the
stricter rules. Moreover, several
Member States are particularly
concerned with the amendments
proposed by the European

Parliament for being “overly ambitious and unrealistic.” It
remains to be seen out will come out of  the negotiations.

In the meantime, the EU energy ministers, meeting at an
informal Council on 23 July, discussed further actions to
increase energy efficiency. Presently, the EU target of  a 20
per cent increase in energy efficiency by 2020 is indicative.
However, according to Energy Commissioner Andris
Piebalgs, the Commission is likely to propose, in 2010, a
legally binding 20 per cent target. 

��  The European Parliament
introduced a new provision
stipulating that advertisements
promoting technical
specifications of an energy
related product will have to
indicate the product's energy
consumption or energy savings
or include a reference to the
energy class. The European
Parliament also introduced the
requirement that any technical
promotional literature on
energy related products, such
as technical manuals and
manufacturers’ brochures shall
provide information on energy
consumption or include a
reference to the energy label of
the product. ��

“ . . . According to the European Parliament, Member States should
also set intermediate national targets for minimum percentages of
zero-energy buildings for existing buildings, by 2015 and by 2020.”


